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Magotan styling series,
your finger's sculpting toy. 

Finger Styling, creates
fashionable, individual and
changeable style by
using hands easily.

Manufactured exclusively for
    2010 BEAVER Cosmetic Co.,
Ltd., P.R.C., BEAVER Professional.

A confident and
comprehensive styling
range that alows free
expression of creativity and
individuality needed to
create marvelous styles
necessary to lead the trend.

Passionate,
independent,
individual, faculty,
fashion, fancy.



Designed for unlimited
& creative

styling expre ssion
MAGOTAN STYLING SERIES, YOUR FINGER'S SC   ULPTING TOY,
SHOWS FACULTY/FASHION/FANCY.



MAGOTAN＇s unique and creative product range and adopts a new sculpting formulation within
each individual product. Allows the hairstylist freedom to simply use his hands, follow his 
imagination to work on hair. Creating styles that allow for a perfect blend between art and
fashion trends

A styling range researched and formulated by professional hairstylists purely for hair styling.
Allows the designer the liberty to exhibit his imagination freely, thereby creating not only
an outstanding style but also an unforgetable experience for the customer or model.

Suitable for Individuals to use in the comforts of their homes.

You cannot imagine how close the connection of fashion and styling actually is...

The only range you will ever need to create a fantastic hairstyle.

UNIQUE   EXPRESSION   OF
CREATIVITY

THE ULTIMATE TOOL FOR ALL
HAIRSTYLISTS

 



Gloss Pomade 

A UV-filtrated formula that helps resist damaged caused by
heating, sunshine and our environment.

Help to emphasize colour of hair and prevents loss of colour
Contains anti-static components that help prevent breakage
of hair. Does not leave hair feeling oily or sticky. Easy to clean.

204ST01-80    80ml
Control Number: 0o
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Daily Moisture Conditioning Spray

204ST02-150    150ml
Control Number: 1o

1
A leave-in conditioning treatment that helps soften without weighing

down hair, reduce frizz and fly away

hair for improved manageability.

An organic herbal blend rich in nutrients

with slight styling ability.



Controls the extreme frizz in dry and hard tractable hair, 

Helps to moisturize dry hair allowing smoother and shinier hair.

A light textured cream that keeps hair soft as feather without any

heavy feel.

Prevents heat damage caused by the hair dryer and our environment.



Maintains the style and shape of curls in all lengths of hair.

improves volume and elasticity for lasting 3D curl definition without

weighing hair down.

Repairs, moisturizes, softens, brightens and curls hair all in 1 application!



PROFESSIONAL AND
COMPREHENSIVE

MIXEDMAGOTAN consists of 13 products.

Each products has its individual purpose and stying effect.

A highly moisturizing range of styling products that improves hair texture without
the oily or heavy feel.

UV RAY
VITAMIN B5

Contains vitamin B5 and UV filtrating elements.
Helps resist heat and environmental damage.

Irregardless of structure of product, holding

ability, packaging or volume, each product

is tested, researched and formulated strictly

by experienced professional hairstylists

and hair experts.

A comprehensive professional hair styling

series that consists of different codes and

colours for varying sculpt feature and

holding ability.



Nutritive Mousse Nutri-Sculpt

Soft styling component, helps create a fluffy and
very elastic hair style. Enhances holding power of roots,

creates voluminous and vivid wave. Plenty of nursing
components to help moisten and protect hair.

204ST05-200    200ml
Control Number: 3o

3



Provides fluffy, elastic and long lasting effect.

Create, smooth volume- 3 expressions in just 1 application.

Contains elastic polymer that allows restyling after wetting hair.

Quick drying. provides unhard styling.

No heavy feel. Suitable for soft hair.



Contains special fibers that provides strong hair holding powers.

Allows easy 3D styling. Suitable for all types of hair especially

for short hair styling.

Provides hair with a healthy shine.



Suitable for creating matt, coarse and cold color style. 

provides disorderly wave for hair

 High remoldable.

Allows free sculpting to create an individual shape.  

75 75



This special wax shines hair instantly with soft holding 

ability resulting in a charming glossy styling shape with 3D effect. 

Repairs and softens damaged, frizzy and dry hair.

Protects hair against UV-rays and  heating damage 

caused by the hair dryer and our environment.

6 6



A viscous styling gum that helps create a variety of weightless hairstyles.

 Provides super hair holding power

  that keeps hair staying in ideal shape. 

Suitable for expressing special waves that

illustrate individuality style.
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